Abstract-Calculations of the grating spatial-frequency spectrum and the filtering properties of multiple-pass electronbeam writing demonstrate a tradeoff between stitching-error suppression and minimum pitch separation. High-resolution measurements of optical-diffraction patterns show a 25-dB reduction in stitching-error side modes.
modulated (CPM) lasers [2] is not possible in the presence of these uncontrolled phase interruptions. The exact relationship between the side mode ratio (SMR) of the grating spatial frequency and the SMR observed in optical emission is a complicated function of the gain spectrum, its saturation properties, and mode competition effects, as well as the laser structure and cavity design. However, simple multiple-pass writing techniques can reduce the grating stitching-error side modes by at least 25 dB, as will be shown below. Reductions of this order of magnitude completely eliminate unwanted modes in the standard 500-long ridge waveguide DFB lasers fabricated at JPL. The analysis presented in this paper is intended to guide design of multipass schemes, which can be tailored to suit different applications as both active and passive devices.
One way to overcome stitching error is to operate in a mode with a field size large enough to accommodate an entire device. Because the beam position is digitally controlled, this places a limitation on available pitch sizes. The pattern can be rescaled with analog controls, but this is not desirable for applications such as repeatable high-yield fabrication of DFB lasers matched to specific molecular-absorption lines. Careful alignment using deflection-amplitude calibration marks have been used to reduce error to less than 5 nm [3] . This requires extra processing steps, however.
Multiple-write techniques have been used previously to reduce stitching error. Muroya et al. [4] used precisely weighted doses at different positions to shape the individual grating-tooth profiles to achieve positioning below the stage motion resolution limit. Albert et al. used multiple scans with different field sizes for long-phase mask gratings [5] . Tiberio et al. [6] used an interesting voting technique for stage-position averaging that allows for continuous writing in a single scan across the wafer. Their basic multiple-write scheme, denoted as shot shifting for brevity in the rest of this paper, is depicted in Fig. 1 . The top drawing shows the standard writing process where a full dose is written in each field. The lower drawing illustrates the case of four-level shot-shifting, writing at one fourth of the dose and moving the stage every one fourth of the field. Intuitively, aside from the initial and final ramp-up and ramp-down fields, the effect of the multiple exposures is to average the stitching error present at the end of the field over each tooth of the grating. Appropriate field patterns can be inserted into the program to allow for abrupt terminations of the grating if desired.
However, this explanation does not completely account for the spectral properties, the number of passes required, or the effectiveness of this process. In this work, we use a simple linear theory [7] that describes the action of multiple writing passes as a filter on the grating spatial frequency spectrum, to examine the tradeoffs in designing optical gratings. In addition, optical diffraction measurements of the side band suppression are described that quantify the achievable nulling effect.
II. THEORY

A. Stitching-Error Spectrum
The effect of stitching error on the grating frequency spectrum is considered first. We are concerned with first-order diffraction, so only the fundamental harmonic of the assumed rectangular grating need be considered. The grating is composed of fields of length . The period is with corresponding wave vector , and there are an integer number of periods, in a field; thus, . This field pattern is repeated at intervals of where is the stitching error. The spatial frequency spectrum is given by an expression involving two factors
The first factor is the spectrum of a single field. The second factor describes the effect of tiling the grating as sampling of the singlefield spectrum. When , the delta comb samples at the peak of the sinc function because . The rest of the delta functions fall on the zeros of the sinc function and the spectrum corresponds to that of an infinite sinusoid. When , the functions move off the zeros, giving rise to spectral sidebands roughly separated at intervals of the field-wave vector When , a phase shift, the peaks shift to give two equal modes symmetric about . For , the peaks shift so that there is again one central mode, but the side modes now do not fall exactly on the zeros of the sinc functions; thus, there remains a small set of stitching-error sidebands. In a scalar diffraction model (at small impressed phase shift), the diffracted optical power is given by , which implies that the observed stitching side modes go as . Fig. 2 shows the relationship between these components for the case of unit and periods per field with measured in units of . The dashed curve is the sinc-function spectrum of a single field, the dashed arrow represents the single delta function for the case of , and the solid arrows show the modes for , a shift. The results, so far, are for the case of systematic stitching errors. For random stitching errors, the averaged spatial-frequency spectrum is of interest. Assuming Gaussian-distributed errors, and using standard properties of Fourier transforms, the grating spatial-frequency spectrum can be expressed as (3) where is the variance of the stitching error. Random errors replace the delta sampling comb of (1) with a train of Gaussian pulses in the spatial frequency domain. The pulsewidth of this sampling function depends slowly on (4) indicating that higher order grating harmonics will suffer more from random stitching-error broadening. For the first-order diffraction considered here, and . Thus, near the central peak, the spectral widths of the diffracted modes are approximately (5)
B. Shot-Shift Spectrum
Now that the grating spatial frequency spectra have been calculated, the effect of the shot shifting can be addressed. In the shot-shift process, the grating with stitch errors is written times at dose and shifted by moving the stage a distance of one field. In the spatial domain, the resulting grating is given by (6) Note that stitching error is included because the shifts are introduced by the stage motion. These spatial delays give rise to filtering in the frequency domain. The spectrum of the shotshifted grating is given by (7) This filtering function has several important properties. First, it possesses a maximum at the main peak of , provided is an integer; otherwise, the central peak will be nulled. Second, it has zeros at most multiples of , the exact positions of the unwanted side modes in . Last, is periodic with period . Thus, in this linear approximation, shot shifting uses the stage-motion error to null the nearest stitching-error sidebands, but leaves the th one unaffected. This is illustrated in the solid curve of Fig. 2 , which plots the absolute value of for and the same stitching error as above.
can be chosen large enough to push the nearest surviving stitch-error component out to a distance where it is sufficiently small. As will be discussed below, should not be chosen too large because it restricts the minimum accessible pitch separation.
The that appears in (6) is the mean-value or systematic part of the stitching error. The random errors can be associated with the instances of the random process , whereas the shot-shift filter can be assumed to be perfect. Thus, if only random errors are present, the filter function with applied to the random stitching-error spectrum of (3) will give the final shot-shifted grating spectrum. One result of this calculation is that shot shifting will not help narrow spectral broadening of the main diffracted peak caused by random stitching error; it only helps suppress sideband spectral components.
III. DIFFRACTION MEASUREMENTS
The grating functions calculated above really represent the distribution of current dose given to the resist layer on the sample. The development process is designed to be a highly nonlinear function of the current dose for maximum contrast. Thus, the linear theory given above is only approximate. The prediction of exact nulling of the stitching-error components is especially suspect, and experiments must be performed to determine the level of suppression that can be achieved in practice.
To observe the stitching-error suppression, optical-diffraction measurements were performed using an HeCd laser and a highresolution (0.0001 -encoder count) rotation stage. Adjustable slits were used on the input and output along with 100-mm collimating lenses. The spot on the grating measured 1 cm wide by 1 mm high, and the highest resolution obtained for specular reflection was 2 mdeg. The slits were opened in the actual experiments in order to get enough signal from the ultraviolet photomultiplier tube, resulting in a 11-mdeg full-width at half maximum (FWHM) resolution. The gratings were written in polymethylmethacrylate on InP substrates using 50-keV and 200-pA beam current in the fifth lens. Other parameters include a line dose of 4.5 nC/cm, a clock rate of 2 MHz, and a 5-nm step increment. The base grating pattern was 150 periods of 300-nm pitch lines, giving a field size of 45 m. Stitching error could be introduced either directly in software by adjusting the stage travel commands or by changing a global system parameter equivalent to changing the sample height. This introduces errors because the e-beam travel is calculated from the angle induced by the beam-deflector plates and the distance to the sample. Fig. 3 shows angular spectra for the order of four gratings with different shot-shift patterns, and intentionally built-in stitch errors of approximately 26 nm achieved by offsetting the sample height parameter. The top trace was not shot shifted, and sidebands beyond the thirtieth order can be measured. The 0.255 -spacing corresponds to the 45-m field -vector. This error is much larger than the inherent error of our machine, but it allows us to measure the effectiveness of the shot-shift filtering by looking at changes in the main mode to SMR. Typical gratings from our machine without shot-shifting have an SMR of 30 dB. These side modes are suppressed below the skirt of the main mode when shot shifting is used. The lower three traces have the same built-in stitching error, but use shot shifting with , and . In each case, only sideband orders at integral multiple of are unaffected, as predicted by (7). The dip in the sideband heights for the fifth and tenth orders in the top trace are believed to be due to interference with the subfield stitching error of the machine because five subfields were used for these patterns. Fig. 4 shows a close-up of the angular spectra for and the same stitch error as in Fig. 2 . The reduction in SMR is 25 dB. The notch in the suppressed side modes gives some indication of the shape of the filter. The reduction in SMR remained below db even when varying the current dose by %. No special calibration of the dose was performed for the shot shifting. The dose was arrived at by dividing the dose for a standard grating by the number of passes used. This indicates that shot shifting is a robust process that may easily be incorporated into existing device patterns. The diffraction measurements of Figs. 3 and 4 clearly show that the effect of -order shot shifting is to suppress all nearest side modes. It is worth comparing shot shifting to a simple reduction in the field size, which would have the same effect of pushing the first significant side mode further away, where iy may not be harmful for a given application. For systematic errors, an -fold reduction in the field size should translate to an equal reduction in the stitching error , assuming it arises from sample bowing or tilt. As (1) and (2) show, stitching-error sidebands result from spectral components shifting of the zeros of , the single-field spectrum. The amplitude of the th sideband is the product of the slope of at its th zero from the central peak, and the magnitude of the shift. The result is given by (8) This mode will slip through the filter unaffected. Reducing the field size by a factor of , instead of shot shifting, will place the nearest side mode at the same detuning (it is now a first order side mode, however), but leave unchanged, so the magnitude will be (9) Surprisingly, the size of the first-order side mode is unaffected by reducing the field size (assuming a systematic errors scale, as well). The ratio of these amplitudes shows that the magnitude of the nearest surviving side mode will be times smaller for the shot-shifting case. Because the diffracted power can be expected to scale approximately as the square of the grating amplitude, this is a significant improvement in side-mode suppression ratio (SMSR). For random errors, because should be independent of the field size in this case, even larger advantages can be expected.
IV. STAGE MOTION AND GRATING-PITCH RESTRICTIONS
Although higher orders of shot shifting suppress more of the nearest sidebands, it restricts the minimum accessible wavelength separation. The grating pattern is periodic in the stagetravel distance , which determines the grating spatial frequencies present by the delta comb in . (1) . The minimum stage travel increment, therefore, determines the minimum shifts allowed in the grating vectors. With no shot shifting, the minimum change in pitch is . For -order shot shifting, the end of the th grating period must lie on an allowed stage position. The minimum change in pitch allowed is then . The JEOL JBX-5D2 has a minimum stage increment of 10 nm. For and , the minimum pitch separation is 0.25 nm. If this criterion is not satisfied, the zeros of the shot-shift filter, in (7), will not lie exactly on the stitching-error sidebands, and the filtering will not be as effective. Situations requiring closely spaced pitches, such as matching DFB lasers to absorption lines and making distributed phase shifts in CPM lasers, will be limited in the number of shot-shift levels allowed. Note that abrupt phase shifts can be accommodated by using special field patterns, with the phase shift at different positions in the field, and inserting them into the grating program at the desired location.
To show that the fundamental period of the grating is determined by the stage positioning, three gratings were written using five-level shot shifting and identical pitch (300 nm), but with different stitching errors of 0, 20, and 50 nm introduced by extra stage travel at the end of the field. The gratings were written 10 m wide and placed adjacent to each other so that a single scan would capture diffraction of all three to accurately examine the relative peak positions. Fig. 5 shows the combined spectra with a clearly evident shift of the peaks. The insert shows that the effective pitches calculated from the observed peak angles (circles) fall exactly as calculated (solid line). In this case, the pitch as written by the e-beam was fixed, and the stage travel increased. In practice, it is more common to desire small changes in the pitch while being forced to use the same field size. This result shows that changing the pitch size will have no effect, and the peak diffracted angle and spatial frequency will remain constant. In the grating with 20 nm of stitching error added, the shot shifting is not perfect because the stage must be moved in increments of m nm, which does not lie on the 10-nm stage position grid. This is the same effect as asking for pitches between the minimum separation , mentioned above. The observed sideband peaks remain dB below the main peak despite the large stitching error, indicating that this limitation may not be so serious if the shot-shift notch filter is wide enough. Further experiments are underway to investigate this limit.
V. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we have provided a simple linear model of the effect of multiple exposure techniques for reducing grating stitching error. The analysis demonstrates that -level shot shifting will suppress the nearest sidebands, and that increasing will restrict the minimum separation in allowed pitches for a digitally controlled lithography machine. A robust 25-dB reduction in nearest sideband-diffraction efficiency was observed in optical diffraction measurements of gratings with intentional stitching error introduced. These results should help device designers to determine if shot shifting can be of benefit, and to develop appropriate multiple-write schemes for stitching-error reduction.
